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Media’s looming
revenue gap
Digital-driven challenge for traditional
business models
Connected experiences drive adoption
Overview
Across channels and audiences, the shift
to digital media is clear. Consumption of
digital content is now mainstream among
younger segments, and older audiences
are quickly catching up. This could create
a revenue shortfall for media companies
– many of whom still rely heavily on
traditional revenue sources, which are
rapidly declining, and have not yet figured
out how to make equivalent money from
digital media. Based on input from more
than 3,000 consumers around the world,
our most recent research provides
insights into the emerging media
battlefield and guidance for revitalizing
aging business models.

Consumers are trading mobile phones for smart phones, printed books
for e-readers, and traditional television sets for Internet-connected
TVs. Media consumption has not just gone digital; it’s connected.
With their “always on” devices, consumers are just clicks away from a
virtually limitless selection of music, video, games, shopping, news
and more.
The third annual IBM Digital Media Consumer Study – part of a
research series that has surveyed nearly 10,000 consumers over the past
three years – reveals that digital media use has grown at a staggering
pace. Between 2007 and 2009, mobile music and video adoption
increased fivefold, and online newspaper penetration more than tripled.
Among surveyed consumers, 53 percent are regular users of social
networking sites, and 40 percent regularly read online newspapers. In
terms of digital content consumption, consumers have clearly moved
beyond the trial stage.

Massive Passives catch up
Although consumption of digital content is still dominated by the
heaviest Internet users – Kool Kids (under age 24) and Gadgetiers
(early adopters) – older generations are following. Unlike previous
years’ findings, this year’s research shows that growth in more established digital media services such as social networking and online
newspapers sites is now being driven primarily by the Massive Passives
(typically older than 45).
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Kool Kids
Prefer interactive and mobile media
experiences and rely heavily on content
sharing and social interaction
Gadgetiers
Drawn to the latest devices and
experiences and are interested in
participating and controlling the time
and place of their media experiences
Massive Passives
Historically content with traditional, “lean
back” media experiences; however, now
more actively following the first movers
into digital media

Next CONFLICT: Mobile
Although Massive Passives are consuming greater amounts of TV- and
PC-delivered digital content, the “digital divide” between older and
younger generations is not shrinking. Kool Kids and Gadgetiers have
simply moved on. These leading-edge segments are focused on new
services for their mobile and portable devices. Though still relatively
low, their adoptions rates are four times those of Massive Passives in
most mobile digital content service areas, including mobile TV
programming, mobile applications, and music and video downloads to
mobile phones.

Cusp of revenue decline
Our findings also show that digital media consumption – particularly
among younger audiences – often comes at the expense of its traditional
counterparts. Nearly half of the 18-21 age segment that watches online
video say they are watching less regularly scheduled television programming as a result of online video viewing. This shift to digital media
is problematic because, to date, the primary means for generating
online revenues has been ad-supported models, which yield a substantially lower return than broadcast TV (see Figure). Making matters
worse, consumer willingness to pay for online content continues to
decrease. And one-third of heavy Internet users admit to regularly
pirating music and video content.
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Sources: “Can Pay TV Benefit from Online Video?,” UBS Global, June 22, 2009;
IBM analysis.
Note: Cannibalization calculations assume average price point between high-end
and low-end online video models.

Figure 1: Media faces a potential revenue gap as digital experiences
replace traditional consumption.
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Clearly, media companies need creative approaches to grow digital
advertising revenues or convince consumers to pay for digital services.
Our analysis suggests three areas of potential innovation:
• Relevance – Adopt sophisticated models that go beyond advertising to
deliver more personalized and contextual marketing.
• Choice – Use segmented and variable pricing strategies. Though
ad-supported models are preferred, a sizeable segment of the population is willing to pay for digital content.
• Integration – Offer seamless experiences such as portability across
devices or integrated multimedia experiences on a single device. This
will involve competing with other parts of the value chain for revenues.
Key to all of these innovations is deeper consumer insight. And our
findings suggest consumers are willing to share personal information in
exchange for something they value. Hybrid business models – combining ad-supported, consumer-paid and commerce-driven – can also help
media companies satisfy a broader range of consumer preferences while
simultaneously bolstering their top lines.
Traditional business models are losing traction, taking media company
revenues down with them. Even the Massive Passives who have long
stayed true to broadcast TV, purchased CDs and rented videos from
local stores are now moving toward digital experiences. To remain
relevant and profitable, media companies must get serious about
business model change and developing the consumer insights they need
to fuel innovation.

How can IBM help?
• Business model innovation: Develop innovative business models that
capitalize on opportunities from new, interactive formats while
protecting core revenues
• Digital workflow transformation: Redesign processes, organization
and supporting technology infrastructure to support new business
models
• Consumer insight and analytics: Design and integrate data from
disparate sources to enable moregranular analysis, profiling, targeting
and delivery
• Technology transformation: Enable digital platforms and associated
business transformation.
This research summary is part of a larger upcoming study that focuses
on revenue model innovation in the digital era. To request a copy,
e-mail us at iibv@us.ibm.com
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